
The Island at Hidden Harbour 
Board of Directors Meeting 

 
November 15, 2008 – 9am 

Meeting Minutes 
 
 
Board members in attendance: Wayne Keeler, Lou Engle, Marie Henderson, Tom 
Murrill, Carol Ann Bianco; Mark Hannahs was present for a portion of the meeting.  
 
Wayne called the meeting to order 9:05 am in the Sales Office on the Island. 
 
Active/On-Going Project Status: 
Lanai painting: 
Efforts continue to finish all the painting of the Lanai building. Weather has now become 
more of a factor but work progresses.  
 
Tennis Court re-surface: 
Barbara learned from Sports Systems that they missed the weather window to finish the 
project this year. The final surface coat and painting will be done in early spring 2009. It 
was requested OCREM send them a note commenting on the large birdbath area now 
showing on the first coat surface to reconfirm this will be corrected with the final layer.  
 
Cayman south stair tower: 
When this stair tower was opened, all present (Mike/Classic, Barbara, Tom and Carol 
Ann) observed no rotten wood. A few areas were found to contain hardi-board which had 
to be replaced with plywood to allow a solid surface for the new siding to attach. 
Otherwise this project consists of basic re-siding, caulking and flashing work per the 
original bid specs. Work began immediately after this determination. After several 
inspections and follow-up efforts by OCREM working with Classic Exteriors, all work 
has now been completed. Classic did engage Moore Painting to paint the new trim 
boards. Work on this project is complete.  
 
112-Bermuda: 
Joe Giannotta re-installed the vapor barrier and re-attached the insulation in the crawl 
space under this unit per the bid specs. Work is complete.  
    
Water leaks—346 Lanai/246 Lanai: 
Several OCREM personnel inspected both units on several different occasions due to 
water leak reports from the owners. It was felt the leaks in 346 resulted from water 
entering from the slider tracks possibly due to a failure of the door itself. This owner was 
so notified. Unit 246 reported water leaks--in the storage closet as well as showing on the 
interior carpet near the fireplace. It was decided to have a contractor check this out. 
NOTE: shortly after this board meeting, the owner of 346 expressed concern of his 
report; the board agreed to have the contractor check his out also; results are pending.  
 



Interior sprinkler leak—330 Hawaii: 
Owner reported two small leaks in his unit apparently coming from the sprinkler heads. 
SureFire Protection was dispatched to investigate and correct.  
 
Owner request for repair of deck gate: 
Unit 320 Dominica reported the hinge on their deck gate needs to be repaired. After some 
board discussion of ownership responsibility, it was decided the association should 
handle the repair. Carol Ann will advise OCREM to take the necessary action. 
 
Pool room—electric repairs: 
During the heat tape installation in the north pool house, two new problems were 
discovered. A junction box is completely rusted and needs to be replaced. Also, an 
electric motor connection to the 220 line needs to be repaired. OCREM is waiting for a 
written estimate from Atlantic Electric; this work is not time critical now since the pools 
are shut down for the season.  
 
Owner Guidelines/Action Items: 
HVAC replacement systems—guidelines for owners: 
Due to a recent local newspaper article stating a possible new height restriction on 
replacement heat pumps, Carol Ann re-opened a dialog with OC Building Inspector, 
Kevin Brown. Kevin was the original inspector on several of our buildings when they 
were first erected and recalled the elevations being fine “on our side of the bridge”. He is 
retrieving archived documents to verify this from their data storage facility in Florida.  
 
Additionally, Carol Ann exchanged correspondence with the president of Hidden 
Harbour V to determine how they handle this. Initial information showed they have very 
strict guidelines on platform heights that they enforce via their architectural committee.  
 
The Island board then discussed whether we should re-establish an architectural 
committee---for just heat pumps or for any exterior changes. Questions arose about how 
to handle already installed replacement heat pump units—should they be grandfathered 
and if so, how to identify and regulate those. No final decision was reached on how best 
to handle this during the November meeting; rather the topic was left open to future 
dialog. The board did feel it would be helpful to see exactly what HHV guidelines look 
like; Carol Ann will follow-up with them.   
 
New Business/Bids: 
Cayman re-carpet in 2009—select vendor: 
Following our October board meeting, Carol Ann dug through all the paperwork from the 
two vendors still in contention for this project—Donaway and Homework’s. A significant 
variance in square footage was observed, thus the cost difference in their bids.  
 
During this same time, Barbara validated the references of both vendors and set up 
meetings with each vendor; Carol Ann also participated in these meetings.  



--Donaway was prepared for the meeting and their measurements were on track for the 
planned job. How they planned to install the carpet, i.e. how many seams, etc. was 
discussed and a layout template was promised. Their references were solid. 
--Homework’s representative verified he had no real experience in outside installation 
projects, esp. one of this size. During the meeting it was determined his quoted 
measurement did not include the rear decks; thus the lower price. He agreed to re-
measure and provide a revised bid before the board meeting.  
 
After the above information was reviewed with the board members, including the revised 
cost quote from Homework’s, Lou made a motion to accept the Donaway bid to carpet 
the Cayman building. Marie seconded it and all voted in favor.  
 
We then reviewed the sequence of events for the spring—power wash and paint Cayman; 
then lay the new carpet. Thus the anticipated target to start the carpet work is end of 
March 2009. This means the power wash and painting of Bermuda will be last to 
complete in the spring. We will also need to inspect the wood sub-floor and repair any 
bad spots before the new carpet is laid. A determination of the quantity, cost and 
availability of the wood preservative (aka “goo”) needs to be incorporated into the 
timeline as well as to verify Ed Moore/painting crew can apply it.  
 
Lighting contract: 
Since the last board meeting, we have now received 5 vendor bids to handle the light 
inspection and bulb replacements on The Island. After the board reviewed the proposals 
submitted, Marie made a motion to accept the bid from Joe Giannotta –handyman 
/contractor. Lou seconded this motion and all voted in favor.  
 
We decided to add a 15 day cancellation notice—from either party. It was also 
determined the start date of this agreement should be December 1st for budget purposes. 
Carol Ann will work out the logistics of light bulb purchase and storage with Joe, via 
Barbara/OCREM.  
 
Winter heat inspections--Owner units: 
Two vendors submitted bids to inspect owner units twice this season for proper 
winterization efforts, i.e. heat on and water off. After review, the bid from Joe Giannotta 
was accepted by all. He has the required insurance and bond as required in the bid. 
 
Landscaping: 
Marie said Sposato’s crew did a lot of maintenance and most of the promised cleanup 
cited as concerns from her meeting the month prior. Now that they have converted their 
bid into a contract, she will negotiate our requested changes with them. Besides the 
clauses noted last month (the ability to cancel the contract without cause and that mowing 
will not occur before 8am) Marie will add the need for them to maintain clearance of the 
bushes trimmed back from the gas meters and heat pump units to the final contract.  
 
Sprinkler system contract: 
This item will be addressed next year.  



 
Cleaning contract—revise scope? Re-bid when?: 
Lou suggested we update a template cleaning contract he supplied to then be sent out for 
bids. The board discussed a reduced visit schedule for the next vendor consisting of: 
 Prime time May 15 to Sept. 15 3 times a week (M, W, F) 
 Off season Sept. 15 to Dec 15 bi-weekly  (Thurs or Fri) 
 Winter season Dec 15 to Mar 15 no service 
 Off season Apr 15 to May 15 bi-weekly (Thurs or Fri) 
 
We then discussed the scope of the cleaning needs—“entire Island” or “including but not 
limited to….”  Some items were discussed as being needed on just a monthly basis. 
Finally, it was decided to have OCREM approach a desired vendor and ask their 
requirements; have them quote their scope and cost structure. Lou said he would work 
with Barbara Taylor/OCREM.  
 
Additionally it was felt we needed a separate project to (lightly) power wash the entrance 
bridge. It was not maintained by the previous cleaning vendor and with this past years 
OC street repair project, the bricks are full of sand in the grout lines. Carol Ann will 
request a quote on this work for the spring time. We also need to re-check exterior 
hallway outlets, esp. with vacuuming being part of the cleaning requirements. Tom noted 
the outlets on Dominica are out again.  
 
Pool contract for 2009—revise scope? Re-bid when? 
Barbara Taylor provided the bid specs she used last year to obtain a pool maintenance 
vendor for The Island. After review we agreed to re-use this document. Carol Ann will 
update it with correct dates for 2009 and ask Barbara to send out for bids. The board 
decided we will only keep the pools open from Memorial Day to Labor Day. The cost to 
maintain one pool open after Labor Day is not worth the extra cost due to very low use.  
 
Wi-Fi 
OCREM received an unsolicited bid from City-Media Group, LLC to install Wi-Fi 
Internet service on The Island. This company just completed an installation at Hidden 
Harbour III—across the lagoon. OCREM also noted their presence in other properties 
and the owners being very satisfied with the service.  
 
The initial thought is antennas on the two pool houses should provide nearly full 
coverage to our 10 buildings. Their product is installed at no cost to the IHH association, 
except if we need to install an electric outlet to support their equipment. Additionally 
there is no minimum number of users who must sign up for the service. It is available on 
either a day, week, monthly basis (which will support owners who rent their units) as 
well as on a 6 or 12 month package arrangement. The association will receive a 10% 
rebate every six months based on the service billing for that time period.  
 
It was felt this was a win-win arrangement. Wayne made a motion to accept the City-
Media bid; Marie seconded it. All present voted in favor. Carol Ann will work with 
Barbara and City-Media to complete this project.  



 
Finances: 
Mark commented our financial reports are not compiled and shared with the board until 
only a few days before our monthly meeting due to the timing of receipt of bank reports 
needed to compile these statements.  He also agreed to discuss the chart of accounts with 
Moore & Co. to hopefully reduce the number of recording codes used next year.  
 
The board reviewed the renewal timelines on the three existing CDs holding much of the 
money in the Reserve Fund. Given we have no immediate need for this money, it was 
recommended to cash out the 11/19/08 CD and ask Moore & Co, to recommend a better 
rate/option structure for this money.  
 
The final payment on the tennis court and the Cayman carpet work will be due in spring 
of 2009. Thus it was determined the next CD to mature (on 2/23/09) would be converted 
to cash and used to cover those expenses at that time.  
 
Items from the floor:  
Recycle bins: 
Carol Ann relayed the concern from OCREM that the recycle bins need some method to 
secure them, esp. in the off season when they are mostly empty. The recent high winds 
have blown them around the property quite a bit. The board decided it would be best for 
OCREM to pursue what options we have with the OC Sanitation Dept. and for them to 
make a recommendation for us to consider. Carol Ann will take this request to Barbara. 
 
Website: 
Marlin Newell has been graciously supportive to load new documents (meeting minutes, 
newsletters, etc,) to The Island at Hidden Harbour website even though he is no longer on 
the board. Due to his heavy workload it seems to be more of a burden these past few 
months. Marie commented that during a recent need to look up a vendor contact, she 
determined information on our website is totally out of date. Major re-work is needed. 
 
Marie then commented we know of a professional design company who are capable to 
take on a re-design of our website for us. Carol Ann’s nephew has his own design 
company –Orangehat.  Mark noted it probably was time for us to take over management 
of the site. Lou made a motion which Marie seconded to have Orangehat re-design our 
site. All present voted in favor. Carol Ann will work with them to define our needs and 
report back to the board as it progresses.  
 
Carol Ann reminded all we do not have a board meeting scheduled in December. Our 
next scheduled meeting date is 1/17/09. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 11:55 am. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Carol Ann Bianco, Secretary 


